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“from rUnways to airways,  
aero india presents  

a pool of opportUnities”  
defence minister raJnath singh

 Ayushee ChAudhAry

Declaring open the 13th edition of the Aero 
India show on Wednesday, Defence Minister 
Rajnath Singh highlighted the encouraging 
significance of Aero India 2021 in the back-
drop of the global pandemic and said that the 

international exhibition continues to create opportunities 
from runways to airways. “Despite the constraints caused 
by the global pandemic, I am pleased to see such a large 

number of participants in this year’s event. It is coming 
from the world’s leading nations in the field of military 
and aviation. The world has now started to recognise 
India as a trusted defence investment destination,” he 
said. The Aero India 2021 is scheduled for three days and 
promises to display the vast potential of India, and the 

“india offers unlimited potential in defence and aerospace. aero india is a 
wonderful platform for collaborations in these areas. the government of 

india has brought futuristic reforms in these sectors, which will add impetus to our 
quest to become atmanirbhar.”  prime minister nArendrA modi @narendramodi

hal’s light combat helicopter showing 
its might during the show
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(Archive), Karthik Kumar, IAF, PIB, 
respective OEMs and miscellaneous

multifarious opportunities that the country offers in 
the field of defence and aerospace sector. “This is the 
world’s first hybrid aero and defence exhibition. It is 
truly a sangam of rising demand, greater innovation, 
conducive opportunity and maturing ecosystem in 
defence and aerospace,” he added.

During the curtain raiser of the event, Singh had 
said that against the backdrop of Bengaluru, the 
event would offer opportunities for collaboration 
and cooperation between Indian and global industry 
leaders, academicians, visionaries, centre and state 
administrations. It would also bring together the 
defence ministers of various countries, service chiefs, 
policy makers, foreign OEMs, industry, entrepreneurs 
and academia to showcase, connect and collaborate 
as well as highlight policy reforms driving India’s new 
defence manufacturing revolution.

The Chief Minister of Karnataka, B.S. Yediyurappa 
said, “I want to congratulate the state administration 
for ensuring the availability of the infrastructure to 
have an event of this magnitude. Karnataka is home 
to many R&D institutions, aerospace industries, and 
a vibrant start up culture with about 65 per cent of 
the nation’s aerospace related exports and 67 percent 
of all aircraft and defence related services happen-
ing from here. It is also the first state in the country 
to announce an aerospace policy in the promoted 
investment of `14,700 crore and employment poten-
tial of over 10,000 people. Bengaluru promises many 
opportunities ahead for the industry.”

The opening ceremony also witnessed the handing 
over of the contract of 83 LCA (Light Combat Aircraft) 
Tejas Mark 1A, worth `43,000 crore to Chairman and 

Managing Director of HAL (Hindustan Aeronautics 
Limited), R. Madhavan by the Ministry of Defence 
(MoD) officials in the presence of the Defence Minister.

The major focus of this year’s air show is on the 
defence capabilities of India and the indegnisation 
programs to be presented not just for India but also 
for the world. “We plan to spend 130 billion dollars in 
military modernisation in next 7-8 years,” Singh said, 
adding that this event is encouraging for collaboration.

The contract presented to HAL is probably one of 
the biggest defence ‘Make in India’ contract till date, 
noted the Defence Minister. Tejas, manufactured by 
the HAL, is a single engine and highly agile multi-role 
supersonic fighter aircraft capable of operating in high-
threat air environments. The first LCA Tejas Mark 1A is 
expected to be supplied by February 2024. Ministry of 
Defence has set a target of making 83 planes over the 
next six years. The jets will be in two variants - 73 of these 
will be ‘Tejas Mk-1A’ configuration while 10 jets will be 
the Tejas Mk-1 configuration, used as a ‘trainer aircraft’.

On Tuesday, Singh also opened a new HAL man-
ufacturing facility for Tejas in Bengaluru, which is 
expected to double the production rate from the pres-
ent eight planes per year to 16.

Rajnath Singh enumerated the highlights of Aero 
India 2021 including inauguration of India pavil-
ion – based on the theme of Rotary wings, Conclave 
of Defence Ministers of Indian Ocean Region, Con-
clave of Chiefs of Air Staff of various countries, India 
– Russia Military Industrial Conference, Startup Man-
than etc. He said, more than 200 MoU (Memoran-
dum of Understanding) partnership agreements are 
expected to be signed at the Bandhan event. 

The India Pavilion titled, The India Helisphere, is 
the major attraction at this edition of the Aero 
India show. Hindustan Aeronautics Limited’s 

(HAL) India pavilion is centred around the theme of 
the rotary wing capabilities in India and was inaugu-
rated on Wednesday by the Defence Minister Rajnath 
Singh. The pavilion showcases our design and manu-
facturing supply chain through the multiple facets of 
rotary wing ecosystem, said Singh during the opening 
ceremony of Aero India. This pavilion is a major step 
to underline the promotion of defence exports from 
the nation and the indigenous possibilities that the 
country’s defence sector is showcasing. 

This is also an effort in increasing the components 
expanding the vision of making India one of the big-
gest global defence hub from design to manufacture 
in public and private both, the Minister highlighted.

Aero India 2021 is a catalyst in realising the goals 
of defence and aerospace sector and will boost invest-
ment, ecosystems and appreciation in manufacturing 
in India, the Minister highlighted.

To nudge the Atmanirbhar Bharat ki Udan through 
the India Helisphere, the Defence Minister unveiled 
the upgraded ALH (Advanced Light Helicopter) 
Dhruv’s civil version which is ready for certification.

Integrated with advanced glass cockpit advanced 
vibration control, navigation and communication 
systems, the ALH – Civil is designed to meet the 
requirements of civil customers, noted HAL. With the 
maximum take-off weight of 5500 kg and maximum 
cruise speed of 240 kmph, the ALH-Dhruv can carry 
customised roles for VIP, VVIP travel, off-shore on-
shore operations, search and rescue, casualty evacu-
ation, disaster relief, tourism, etc. and is also capable 
of night operations.

In line with the theme, HAL’s Rotary platform 
LUH (Light Utility Helicopter) Military is the center-

piece of the display. The LUH Military is indigenously 
designed and developed, three ton class new genera-
tion single engine helicopter, powered by turbo shaft 
engine and equipped with Glass cockpit.

With scaled models and the Indian helicopter man-
ufacturing ecosystem on display, the pavilion show-
cases various indigenously designed and developed 
fixed and rotary wing platforms, technologies covering 
power plants and future generation combat-capable 
airborne solutions like the LFDS-X, an airborne sonar 
system which can be deployed from rotary wing plat-
forms, RUAV (Rotary Unmanned Aerial Vehicle), trans-
mission systems, rotor blades, shafts, etc.

Depicting the future of Rotary Wing Systems, the 
prototype of RUAV 200 was also on display which is a 
fully autonomous unmanned helicopter for deploy-
ment in hostile and otherwise inaccessible condi-
tions at high altitudes. It can operate from altitudes of 
5500 m, carry a payload of up to 30 kg and comes with 
a maximum range of 100 km. 

The Defence Minister accompanied with the 
Chief Minister of Karnataka went around the pavilion 
to witness the rotary wing ecosystem at display. 

IndIa HelIspHere lIfts off 
IndIgenous rotary WIng ecosystem

defence minister rajnath singh inaugurating the  
india pavilion
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BiRDS On ShOW
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1. rafale flypast during the inauguration 2. b-1b lancer reiterated indo-us 
relationship 3. atmanirbhar bharat ki udan - tejas looking up 4. mesmerising 
display of sarang aerobatic team 5. c-17 flanked by flankers 6. apache gunship 
on the tarmac enthralling the crowd 7. suryakirans line-up on the runway 
awaiting their turn 8. lca tejas, htt-40 basic trainer & intermediate jet trainer 
from the kitty of hal showing india’s growth towards self-reliance 9. iaf’s 
rafale reconfirming its commitment towards indian skies 10. b-1b lancer 
flyby during the show to convey the message from u.s. government towards 
cementing the bilateral relationship 
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INTERVIEW BOEING

“Our visiOn is tO bring the best Of bOeing tO india 
and expOrt the best Of india tO the WOrld”
In conversation with Michael Koch, Vice President, Boeing Defence, Space & Security, India

SP’s ShowNews (SP’s): Boeing has strengthened its defence business in India 
with many of its iconic platforms servicing the Indian armed forces. How do 
you see the Indian market growing from your perspective?
Michael Koch (Koch): India’s defence sector is poised for growth and Boeing is 
committed to supporting and enabling this progress. Boeing has had a presence 
in the country for over 75 years now, and we’ve had many firsts with India. India 
was the first international customer for the P-8, is the largest international opera-
tor of C-17s and P-8s, and the Harpoon missile was the first US weapon system on 
an Indian-built fighter.

The future looks promising and we continue to see several opportunities in 
India. We’re engaged with our defence customers on their requirements for the 
Indian Air Force’s Multi-Role Fighter Aircraft and the Indian Navy’s Carrier-Borne 
Fighter programme. Early last year, the Ministry of Defence signed the contract for 
the acquisition of an additional six Apaches for the Indian Army.

Today, with 11 C-17s, nine P-8Is with three more on order, 22 AH-64 Apaches 
with six more on order with the Indian Army, and 15 CH-47 Chinooks, India is at 
the front and center of Boeing’s business plans.

We’re also seeing the growth in our localisation of MRO services and train-
ing, and the value Boeing Defence India, our local establishment in India, is able 
to provide through the lifecycle of Boeing products. We work with the Indian Air 
Force and the Indian Navy to provide exceptional operational capability and 
readiness to the P-8Is, C-17s, and Head of State aircraft through local sustainment 
services in India. Boeing is also providing pilot training for the Indian Air Force 
fleet of the C-17 aircraft; and we are in the process of providing training to Indian 
Navy pilots on the P-8I.

We’re contributing to the growth of India’s aerospace industry; that’s why 
we’re investing in partnerships across the ecosystem in skilling, research & tech-
nology, and manufacturing. India’s role in our global supply chain is big and get-
ting bigger. Our commitment to India is deep and it’s for the long term; our vision 
is to bring the best of Boeing to India and export the best of India to the world.

SP’s: Boeing recently announced the results of the ski jump trials of the F/A-18 
Block III Super Hornet. Are there any updates on your talks with Indian Navy 
for their fighter requirements?
Koch: Boeing and the US Navy recently proved that the F/A-18 Super Hornet can 
operate from a ski jump, thereby demonstrating the aircraft’s ability to operate on 
Indian Navy carriers.

We are engaging with the Indian Navy and have responded to the Request for 
Information for the Multi-role Carrier Borne Fighter (MRCBF) programme. This is 
a very exciting opportunity to partner with both the Indian Navy and the US Navy. 
The F/A-18 Super Hornet is the frontline carrier-based fighter of the US Navy, and 
will not only provide superior war fighting capability but also create opportuni-
ties for cooperation in naval security and aviation between the United States and 
India. The aircraft will be an incredible tool to ensure security and safety in the 
Indo Pacific region for decades to come.

SP’s: Why do you believe the Super Hornet will meet the Indian Navy’s require-
ments for a carrier borne fighter?
Koch: It is important to understand that apart from being the most lethal, 
advanced and combat-proven aircraft, there would be benefits from the incred-
ible know-how and technology investments made by the US Navy related to 

aircraft carriers and fighter operations at sea. As a strategic partner for security, 
US Navy is leaning in to provide the best solution available for Indian Navy. This 
includes the F/A-18 Block III Super Hornet, but it also includes deep capabilities 
in sustainment, logistics, flight ops, carrier and network integration, etc. These 
machines are powerful on their own, but they are far more potent when they are 
part of a fully integrated network of capabilities.

The Super Hornet was designed for the carrier deck and benefits from decades 
of experience Boeing and US Navy had operating classic Hornets. The Indian Navy 
would receive the benefit of US Navy’s multi-billion dollar investments in Block III 
technologies, including advanced networks, longer-range detection with Infrared 
Search & Track, an all-new Advanced Cockpit System, improved signature reduc-
tion and a 10,000+ hour life. The F/A-18 Block III Super Hornet will be a game 
changer for the Indian Navy providing them several unique and differentiated 
capabilities.

Another important operationally relevant distinction is that the Super Hornet 
would prove a force multiplier for the Indian Navy through enhanced networked 
warfare with other US origin assets that the Indian Navy and the Indian Air Force 
have, or are in the process of acquiring. The F/A-18 Super Hornets can optimally 
interface with the P-8I, augmenting lethality of these platforms and enhancing 
India’s force projection capabilities.

As part of Boeing’s “for India, by India” philosophy, the Block III Super Hornets 
can be serviced in partnership with the Indian Navy, US Navy and industrial part-
ners from India and the US throughout the lifecycle of the aircraft. This will further 
develop advanced expertise in aircraft MRO in India, resulting in higher availabil-
ity of the aircraft at competitive pricing. All these together, with the fact that the 
Super Hornet is the most affordable tactical fighter in its class ‘per flight hour’ dif-
ferentiates Boeing’s F/A-18 Block III Super Hornet offer for the Indian Navy.

SP’s: P-8I has always proven its capabilities and has been a strong pillar for 
Indian Navy when it comes to maritime security. There are three more to be 
delivered? Any update on the remaining P-8I delivery and your future plans 
for P-8I fleet?
Koch: In November, last year, Boeing delivered the ninth P-8I to the Indian 
Navy. This was the first of the four options aircraft, with the remaining three 
scheduled for delivery this year. The Indian Navy was the first and is the largest 
international customer for the P-8. This aircraft is an integral part of the Indian 
Navy’s fleet and is approaching an impressive milestone of 30,000 flight hours 
since induction in 2013.

Our focus has been, and will continue to be, delivering the world’s best mari-
time patrol aircraft to the Indian Navy. We’ve been supporting India’s growing P-8I 
fleet by providing spares, ground support equipment and field service support. 
Boeing’s logistics support has enabled the highest state of fleet-readiness at the 
best possible cost. Boeing is currently completing construction on a Training Sup-
port & Data Handling (TSDH) Centre at INS Rajali, Arakkonam, in Tamil Nadu, 
and a secondary centre at Naval Institute of Aeronautical Technology, Kochi, as 
part of a training and support package contract signed in 2019. The localised, 
ground-based training will allow the Indian Navy crew to increase mission profi-
ciency in a shorter time, while reducing the on-aircraft training time resulting in 
increased aircraft availability for mission tasking.

(left) f/A-18 Block III Super Hornet; (rIgHt) p-8I of tHe IndIAn nAvy

Continued on page 15...
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BrahMos – reckoned as world’s fastest, deadliest cruise 
missile – is one of the major attractions at Aero In-
dia 2021. Designed and developed by India-Russia 

Joint Venture (JV) entity BrahMos Aerospace, the super-
sonic weapon with precision strike power is bedazzling the 
crowds yet again.

The highly versatile BrahMos weapon system comes 
with a lethal trident-like combination of speed, precision, 
and power. It has emerged as the “ultimate game-changer” 
for India. Operationalised in the Indian Army, Navy and Air 
Force, BrahMos has established itself as a major force mul-
tiplier in modern-day complex battlefields having impec-
cable land-attack and anti-ship capabilities from multiple 
platforms for multi-role missions.

The “stealthy killer” straight away annihilates its target 
at a maximum velocity of Mach 2.8 after cruising at altitudes 
varying from as low as 10-metres to up to 15-km. BrahMos 
can be fitted in ships, mobile autonomous launchers, sub-
marines and aircraft to precisely neutralise land and sea-
surface targets.

BrahMos Aerospace, the JV entity between India’s 
DRDO and Russia’s NPOM, is exhibiting the air, land and 
sea variants of the powerful weapon system at the biennial event, pegged to be 
Asia’s premier air show. BrahMos has given a major fillip to India’s “Atmanirbhar 
Bharat” programme by rendering an unmatched potential to the Indian Armed 
Forces to vanquish any enemy in high intensity, modern conflict situations.

BrahMos Land-based System: The Indian Army has become the first and 
only army in the world to have a regiment of supersonic cruise missiles with 
advanced capabilities. The mobile land-based configuration of BrahMos has 
achieved several advancements over the years in the form of Block I, Block II and 

Block III variants – each having its own distinct potentiality 
to hit and destroy high value enemy targets.

BrahMos Air-Launched System: The BrahMos air-
borne weapon has given the Indian Air Force (IAF) a distinct 
capability to completely knock down strategic enemy assets 
on the ground or sea from large, stand-off ranges with deadly 
accuracy. The advanced air-launched cruise missile (ALCM) 
can operate in day-and-night, all-weather conditions. After 
undergoing a series of successful launches from the IAF’s 
Su-30 MKI air combat platform, BrahMos-A has been suc-
cessfully inducted in the IAF’s Tigersharks Squadron in 2020.

BrahMos Ship-based System: The naval strike vari-
ant of BrahMos is operational on all frontline destroyers 
and frigates of Indian Navy. The missile can be fired from 
vertical and inclined launchers against both land and sea-
surface targets. It can also be launched in ‘salvo’ mode to 
destroy targets in same or different directions. The weapon 
has also been successfully tested from an underwater plat-
form in 2013, establishing its capability to be fitted onto 
submarines in future.

Futuristic BrahMos Versions: Traversing the world of 
futuristic weapon systems, BrahMos Aerospace has initi-

ated work on a hypersonic BrahMos version. This highly advanced variant would 
be a quantum leap in modern missile technology as it would be developed to 
cruise at an ultra high speed of up to Mach 8. Yet another futuristic variant will be 
BrahMos-NG (next-gen), having smaller, smarter dimensions.

BrahMos Aerospace is also exhibiting various indigenously developed compo-
nents and systems at the mega event. Also exhibited are a full-scale BrahMos airborne 
weapon integrated on the Su-30 MKI fighter aircraft at the outdoor display alongside 
the actual Mobile Autonomous Launcher with 3-BrahMos missile configuration. 

BrAHMoS MISSIle

WOrld’s deadliest cruise missile brahmOs  
shines at aerO india 2021
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spEcIal sTORY

Modern fighter jets have typically been designed to withstand 8,000 
total hours of flight time during their operational lifespan. With 
an average of 200 hours in the air each year, this means they are 
expected to continue delivering high performance in sorties and 
missions for somewhere between thirty and forty years.

Because fighters represent an extensive investment for governments, it is vital 
that they remain effective and operationally competitive throughout their entire 
time in service. That means they need to adapt to each significant new technology 
and threat that comes along to change the way a fighter jet operates. For Gripen 
that’s not a problem since that way of thinking is in the DNA of Gripen from the 
beginning.

According to Knut Övrebö, Chief Engineer at Future Air Systems, Saab busi-
ness area Aeronautics. “What makes Gripen quite unique is that it is designed to 
remain at the forefront of capabilities for decades. I am part of a team that is devel-
oping a product that is regularly enhanced to keep it at its best over 40 years.”

Key to longevity - AdAptAble, open Architecture
We’ve already made a huge leap in just one generation in developing new technol-
ogy to help the pilot with elements of flying the aircraft and with decision-making 
tasks, says Knut Övrebö. Knowing that the key to the longevity of Gripen would be 
its platform--the initial technology on which the plane is based--the conceptual 
designers made it open architecture. Gripen E’s platform has a modular design 
that can be easily adapted, to utilise future solutions that doesn’t necessarily have 
to be built in-house. This allows the rapid integration of new technology and func-
tions as they are developed, in order to take on and defeat new combat challenges 
without excessive cost or downtime.

As Övrebö explains, “The systems integration hub is where Saab excels 
compared to others. This is where all technical disciplines merge into an opti-
mised solution.”

According to Mats Palmberg, “We have seen that the IAF is able to keep 
deployed and in fighting fitness its aircraft for three to four decades. Given that the 
digital environment has changed so much and the changes would be accelerating 
further in the decades ahead, Gripen E has the inherent architecture to dynami-
cally address the integration of new capability as well as meet the challenges of 
deployment of such technologies by adversaries.”

The actual hardware that Aeronautics produce is generally limited to the air-
frame and the structure. Other parts such as computers, displays, sensors and 
weapons, must be procured from elsewhere. But most key enabling systems, 
including all systems that are deemed strategically vital, can actually be delivered 
by other Saab business areas. This combined strength and diversity of business 
units makes Saab unique compared to competitors in the fighter market.

Technology is advancing rapidly and thereby also the threats, so to ensure that 
a modern combat aircraft doesn’t become obsolete in ten years after its launch, it 
must be adaptable. Upgrades are essential, but it’s also essential that they are easy to 
manage, quick to implement and affordable to sustain for today, and for the future.

MAKing toMorrow’s gripen todAy
Knut Övrebö describes the evolution of Gripen from the late 1970s, where design-
ers in the Saab Aeronautics design department “basically had a blank sheet of 
paper to fill”, up to 1993 and the initial exploration of what Gripen could look 
like in the future. At this time, the research included investigating ideas about 
extending sensing capabilities, weapons capacity, missile range and the endur-
ance of the fighter.

When it comes to the future design of Gripen, designer have to forecast the 
technological trends that can help Saab take the aircraft further.

Today, taking advantage of new functional materials such as nanotechnology, 
and huge advances in manufacturing and development, future fighters may one 
day have radically different properties. These include airframes that are regularly 
and easily replaced, while the inside of the fighter continues to be developed and 
enhanced. The future Gripen and its successors will benefit from the technologies 
being developed now.

“The airframe constitutes around twenty-five percent of the total cost of a cur-
rent fighter. By applying new materials and rethinking the design and manufac-
turing we can reduce the cost,” says Övrebö.

Environmental considerations have also been addressed in designing Gripen 
of the future. Saab has already conducted test flights using 100 per cent biofuel 
and manufacturing processes are constantly being enhanced to make them more 
environmentally sustainable.

Among the promising candidate areas for future Gripen development are 
enhanced sensors and weapons, complementary unmanned components and 
autonomous control enabling missions that see interaction between manned and 
unmanned aircraft. By the mid 2040s we should expect to see a new generation 
of air systems. These will include new generation weapons, sensors, functional 
materials, and multi-spectral stealth technology.

Modern conflicts And sMArter fighters
Fighting in modern conflicts requires being constantly one step ahead of oppo-
nents. Rapid technological progress has driven the development of longer reach 
weapons and radars with greater precision, low signature targets and advanced 
electronic warfare.

Air combat is now defined by technology. With the evolution of the bat-
tlespace, a fighter needs to be able to handle much more than before and quicker 
than ever too.

“IT and computing technology have grown exponentially in the area of what 
information can be made available to pilots in the fighter, as well as what the 
fighter can do,” says Knut Övrebö.

Gripen achieves the optimal balance between the pilot’s and the fighter’s 
decision space, by letting fighter intelligence take on a larger role. Gripen’s fighter 
intelligence is able to work autonomously in several areas simultaneously; this 
provides the pilot with cueing and suggestions that range from weapon selection 
to full manoeuvring of the fighter in an emergency. In addition, it shares and dis-
plays the right tactical information, giving an optimised battlespace overview to 
the Gripen pilot at precisely the right moment.

“There is an ambition that in 10 to 15 years we can combine Gripen with 
unmanned systems. In this way, more advanced tasks can be integrated, such as air-
craft that can release small subsystems of aircraft decoys that fly for a few minutes, 
disposable surveillance robots and other systems that aid the pilot by gathering vital 
defence information; these also keep the pilot and the fighter out of harm’s way.”

While Saab needs to carry out more research and obtain more strategic 
information, Övrebö says that the company is looking at the possibility of totally 
unmanned or optionally manned aircraft. Such a radical step in autonomy would 
benefit pilots as they could focus fully on the management and coordination of 
the mission rather than on the actual flying of the fighter.

“We’ve already made a huge leap in just one generation in developing new 
technology to help the pilot with elements of flying the aircraft and with decision-
making tasks. 

a future-prOOf fighter Jet fOr iaf
Air combat is now defined by technology. With the evolution of the battlespace, a fighter needs to be able to handle much more than before 
and quicker than ever

(left) knut ÖvreBÖ, cHIef engIneer At future AIr SySteMS, SAAB BuSIneSS AreA AeronAutIcS; 
(MIddle And rIgHt) grIpen e for tHe MrfA progrAMMe of tHe IAf
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I srael Aerospace Industries (IAI) announced the signing of three signifi-
cant contracts valued at over $100 million, in which it will supply loitering 
munitions systems to several countries. The contracts include winning an 
international tender for the sale of the multi-purpose – ‘ROTEM’ system – 
to a foreign country, sale of the naval version of the HAROP system to the 

Navy of a country in Asia and sale of the ground version of the HAROP system 
to another customer in Asia.

Boaz Levy, IAI’s President and CEO said, “IAI is a global pioneer in develop-
ing the operational concept of loitering munitions systems, which has ripened to 
a family of unique and accurate attack systems. These systems, which have added 
impressive achievements to the operational capability of fighting forces around 
the globe, constitute central and decisive attack components for advanced battle-
fields of the future. 

These contracts are further proof of the importance and confidence modern 
armies place in accurate munitions systems as part of their arsenal, and may be 
harbingers of additional business activity in this field. IAI will continue to develop 
and improve a range of strike systems in order to give its clients around the world 
a precise operational solution.”

The Maritime HAROP system provides an operational solution for a range of 
vessels, from off-shore vessels to fighting frigates in the naval theater. In a com-
plex naval theater, the HAROP system gives mission commanders in a fleet of 
ships the capability to independently and organically collect intelligence, assess 
targets and strike. 

The intelligence gathered by the HAROP is directly integrated in the vessel’s 
control room and allows for quick, accurate and lethal decision-making. Use of 
the HAROP on naval platforms is an operational alternative and complementary 
element to using sea-sea missiles, with a wide range of uses and with optimal cost-
efficiency for the navy. The maritime and land combat proven HAROP provides an 
operational solution for a range of low and high intensity conflict scenarios and 
for anti-terrorism activity.

The HAROP is equipped with day/night cameras and has the ability to search, 
find and attack with maximum precision both static and moving targets, on land 
or at sea and at a long range. A strike can take place from any direction and at any 
angle of attack.

‘ROTEM’ is the first Vertical Take Off & Landing (VTOL) Tactical Loitering 
Munition combat proven and used in operations by several of the world’s militar-
ies as a small loitering device based on a drone platform and is a power multiplier 
for tactical forces in a range of fighting scenarios, including security operations 
and maneuvers. The system provides a reconnaissance, observation and attack 
envelope with maximum autonomous performance, integrating a simple and 
intuitive operation interface that can be used by a single fighter from a touch-
screen tablet. 

The ‘ROTEM’ VTOL Tactical Loitering Munition carries day/night cameras 
and a warhead weighing up to one kilogram and is optimally designed to carry 
out combined missions of intelligence gathering a nd attack. The system incor-
porates a unique safety mechanism that enables its safe return to the fighter on 
the ground if an attack was not carried out. The ‘ROTEM’ system has proven its 
operational effectiveness for precise, surgical strikes against a range of differ-
ent targets.

The loitering munitions family developed by IAI includes the Harpy-NG – a 

third generation of the system homing against radiating targets, the HAROP, a sec-
ond-generation of a precision electro-optical attack system, the Mini-Harpy, dual 
(Electro-optical day&night + Anti-Radiation seeker) tactical advanced munitions 
system and the tactical loitering Green-Dragon system, as well as the ‘ROTEM’ 
VTOL Tactical Loitering Munition. 

IAI is a focal point of national and global technological knowhow in the field 
of attack systems, air defence, radars, satellites, remotely operated aircraft, civilian 
aviation and cyber. 

Visit us at
Hall - D

Defence Research & Development Organisation (DRDO), Ministry of Defence
www.drdo.gov.in

/DRDO_India /DPIDRDO dpi.drdo www.drdo.gov.in

Towards Self Reliance in Advanced
Defence Technologies

Aero India 2021
03 - 05 Feb 2021

iai tO prOvide lOitering munitiOns systems 
tO asian cOuntries
Three recently-signed deals worth over $100 million include the sale of ‘ROTEM’ VTOL Tactical Loitering Munition and land and naval 
version of the HAROP system

(left) BoAz levy, preSIdent And ceo, IAI; (MIddle) HArop SySteM; (rIgHt) roteM vtol
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SP’s ShowNews (SP’s): What are your plans on increasing BEL’s exports? How 
do you plan to increase your global presence?
Anandi Ramalingam (Ramalingam): BEL is fast expanding its global presence, 
putting its best foot forward to give a thrust to exports worldwide. All-out efforts are 
being made to tap new markets across the globe. In a bid to develop new markets 
in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR), BEL has operationalised overseas marketing 
offices in Oman, Vietnam, Sri Lanka and Myanmar. BEL has also expanded its Sin-
gapore and New York Regional Offices to handle marketing activities. BEL is also 
thinking of establishing similar offices in Nigeria, Brazil, Armenia and Kazakhstan.

The Government is encouraging defence exports through many policy initia-
tives and has set a target of `35,000 crores by 2024-25. BEL has identified Exports 
and Offsets as one of its thrust areas and has drawn up plans to offer its select prod-
ucts and systems to various export markets. The Company has put in efforts for 
increasing its business opportunities in South East Asia, Europe, Middle East, Africa 
and North America through constant engagement with customers and is also work-
ing closely with other Indian companies and local partners in the respective coun-
tries as part of maximising its geo-strategic reach and increase its global footprint.

SP’s: What are the products that you export and to which all countries do you 
export?
Ramalingam: BEL has been exporting products such as Communication Sys-
tems, Coastal Surveillance System, Missile Systems, Radars, Electronic Warfare 
Systems, Electro Optic Systems and Electro Optic Fire Control Systems, Radar 
Finger Printing System, Naval Systems, Radar Warning Receivers, Electronic Vot-
ing Machines and various other equipment to USA, UK, Russia, Italy, Brazil, Ger-
many, France, Israel, Indonesia, Honduras, Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritius, Myan-
mar, Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa and many other friendly countries. BEL 
achieved Export sales of $48.59 million during FY 2019-20.

Some of the other products and systems which are being promoted for exports 
include Homeland Security solutions, Smart City solutions, Border Protection 
systems and Coastal Surveillance System. Having established a Coastal Surveil-
lance System (CSS) for a few neighbouring countries, BEL is interacting with Min-
istry of External Affairs for supply of CSS to other friendly countries.

Recently, the Government approved the export of the indigenously developed 
Akash Missile System to friendly foreign countries.

SP’s: How do you plan to tap the Offset clause for exports?
Ramalingam: BEL is also focusing on Offset as a potential avenue for revenue gen-
eration. BEL is interacting with many foreign OEMs to meet Offset obligations in 
various RFPs of the MoD, on account of the Offset policy incorporated in the Defence 
Procurement Procedure. BEL has identified contract manufacturing (build to print 
and build to spec) for foreign OEMs and partnerships in the form of Transfer of Tech-
nology of the latest systems and solutions as areas of emerging export opportunities. 
Efforts are also on to establish long term supply chain relationship with global players.

SP’s: How is your company gearing up to realise the Government’s ‘Atmanirb-
har’ initiative?
Ramalingam: Defence has been identified as a core sector to boost the ‘Make 
in India’ vision of achieving $5 billion Exports. Major initiatives by BEL towards 
Make in India/Atmanirbhar Bharat include strong thrust on R&D, Collaborative 

R&D, Defence Innovation Organisation incorporated by BEL and HAL to create 
an ecosystem to foster innovation, and technology development in Defence by 
engaging R&D institutes, academia, industries, start-ups and individual innova-
tors. To promote the Make in India initiative, BEL has established Make in India 
Display Cells, appointed Nodal Officers for Outsourcing & Vendor Development 
in all its Units and updated its policies and procedures. BEL has implemented the 
Make-II Policy of Government of India and issued several EoIs to Indian vendors. 
The Company has been putting in efforts to create a strong vendor base in India 
and has currently more than 21,000 vendors including domestic vendors and 
MSMEs. BEL is extending its Test facilities for use to private industries.

BEL is pursing development/ production opportunities with DRDO under 
DcPP model for various indigenous development/production programmes. The 
Company has entered into partnerships / strategic alliances with foreign OEMs 
as well as major Indian industries to address large and strategic programme 
requirements, leveraging its complimentary capabilities and assuming the role of 
a Lead integrator / Tier-1 partner for indigenous manufacturing. BEL is constantly 
exploring possibilities of forging JV Partnerships.

BEL successfully rolled out 30,000 ICU ventilators within a record time for 
treating COVID-19 patients and make India self-reliant in high-end medical 
equipment. The project involved substantial import substitution within a short 
period of time. Post COVID, A separate vertical called Medical Electronics Divi-
sion has been opened to focus on networked and remotely operated solutions 
with latest technologies like IoT, AI, Cloud-based services, e-diagnostics and 
online healthcare services.

SP’s: Can you throw some light on the key growth drivers for BEL going ahead?
Ramalingam: Existing business segments such as Radar & Missile Systems, Com-
munication & Network Centric Systems, Anti-Submarine Warfare & Sonar Systems, 
Tank Electronics, Gun Upgrades, Electro-Optics, Electro-Explosive and Electronic 
Warfare & Avionics systems will continue to drive BEL’s growth in the coming years.

BEL has been putting in continual efforts to diversify into several new areas in 
both Defence and non-defence to sustain growth. Some of the areas BEL is focussing 
on in Defence are Next Generation Weapon Programmes, Electro-Optics, Airborne 
Radars, Arms & Ammunitions and Explosives, Unmanned Systems, Night Vision 
Devices, Inertial Navigation Systems solutions for various platforms, Helmet Mounted 
Display Systems, Counter Measures Systems for Airborne Platforms, Composites, etc.

In the last five years, BEL’s turnover from non–defence business has been 
around 15 per cent to 20 per cent of the total turnover. Some of the areas being 
focused upon in non-defence are Air Traffic Control Radars, Space Electronics, 
Spacegrade Solar Cells, Satellite Assembly & Integration, Railway and Metro Solu-
tions, Software, Electric Vehicles (Li-ion Battery Packs, Fuel Cells, Charging Sta-
tions), Homeland Security and Smart City businesses, Smart Metres and health-
care electronic equipment including ICU Ventilators to combat COVID-19.

SP’s: What is your current order book size? What is the growth in order book 
you expect in coming quarters?
Ramalingam: BEL’s order book as on December 1, 2020 is more than `52,000 
crores. BEL has been consistent in order acquisition year-on-year. The Company 
has orders worth over `8,000 crores in the pipeline. All-out efforts are being made 
to tap new markets across the globe.

fOstering innOvatiOn and technOlOgy 
develOpment in defence
Anandi Ramalingam, Director Marketing, Bharat Electronics Limited talks about their participation at Aero India 2021, their latest 
technologies, exports and the road map for future growth

(left) AIr defence fIre control rAdAr; (rIgHt) SoftwAre defIned rAdIo (Sdr)

INTERVIEW BEl
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SP’s: What are the latest products and systems that you are exhibiting at Aero 
India 2021?
Ramalingam: At Aero India 2021, BEL will showcase state-of-the-art products 
and systems spanning every domain of its business. The products and systems 
on display during the Aero India 2021 are clustered as Airborne & Space Appli-
cation, Satellite and Space Application, Products and Systems for Self-Reliance 
(Aatmanirbhar Bharat), High Performance Computing & Artificial Intelligence 
Systems, Land and Naval Products and Systems, Communication and Laser based 
Products, Non-Defence/Diversification and Outdoor Display Products.

In addition to the above, BEL will also showcase its R&D capabilities by 

launching/demonstrating some of its new products / technologies. The entire set 
of state-of-art equipment on offer will be a force multiplier for any Defence force.

SP’s: How do you see the Government policy of 74 per cent FDI through auto-
matic route impacting the business?
Ramalingam: The current FDI policy of 74 per cent through automatic route is 
permitted for industries applying for fresh licence. Nevertheless, BEL considers 
it to be a positive step towards establishment of some niche technologies in the 
country. BEL with its long experience in the Defence sector has developed certain 
core strengths which is its USP to stay competitive in this sector. 

 Ayushee ChAudhAry

At the Aero India show, Lockheed Martin is showcasing its diverse 
portfolio of defence capabilities and solutions. The company’s exhibit 
during the show includes a broad span of state-of-the-art capabilities, 
including the F-21 aircraft, MH-60R ‘Romeo’ multi mission helicop-
ter, the S-76D helicopter, and the C-130J Super Hercules aircraft.

The C-130J airlifter, often referred to as India’s Workhorse has been operating 
in the Indian Air force (IAF) for almost a decade. Supporting multitude of missions 
that the IAF carries are 12 C-130J that are presently part of the fleet. India is among 
the 17 countries that were sold the C-130J Super Hercules aircraft by the US. Last 
year, there were reports of the Pentagon having approved India’s request to buy 
equipment, spare parts and logistical support for its fleet of C-130J Super Hercules 
cargo aircraft worth $90 million to strengthen the US-India strategic relationship.

It is important to note that India has a very strong connection to every C-130J 
fleet that’s being purchased in the world because every C-130J is truly built in 
India which amplifies the unique relationship between every C-130J and the 
nation on the lines of ‘Made in India, Flown Around the World’.

Tata Lockheed Martin Aerostructures Limited (TLMAL), a joint venture estab-
lished in 2010 between Tata Advanced Systems Limited (TASL) and Lockheed Mar-
tin Aeroframe Corporation located in Hyderabad, India holds the distinction of being 
the single global source for the empennages. “TLMAL has the distinction of being 
the single global source of C-130J empennage assemblies included on all new Super 
Hercules aircraft produced in Marietta, Georgia, in the USA. And to date, TLMAL has 
manufactured 140+ C-130J empennages,” said Kiran Dambala, COO, TLMAL.

TLMAL, that holds high the banner of ‘Make in India’, primarily does empen-
nages but is also slowly branching out into fighter wings and into composite man-
ufacturing. “I am proud that in the first round, we indigenised 85 per cent of the 
detailed parts that go into the empennage, and now we have just kicked off the 
second phase of the indigenisation and digitisatioin phase and in two years we 
hope to be 97 per cent indigenised.

Almost one year back, TLMAL had delivered the 100th C-130J Super Her-
cules empennage from its manufacturing facility in Hyderabad. Empennage 
assemblies produced by TLMAL include the aircraft’s horizontal and vertical 
stabilizers along with leading edges and tip assemblies. Having met every sin-
gle delivery for their customers in 2020, TLMAL’s focus areas for 2021 include 
the delivery of 30 ship sets of C-130J empennages, delivering the fighter wing 

prototype and setting up the capability to indigenise remaining C-130J parts.
Through the years, the C-130J has logged over two million flight hours, deliv-

ered to more than 450 aircraft to about 25 operators in 21 Countries as 17 mission 
variants and has set 54 world aviation records.

“The requirements are not going down, rather sales have increased for C-130J 
especially with its medical capabilities displayed through the stormy last year. 
Going further, more orders are expected globally which means more stabilisa-
tion and predictability for the airlifter and hence more opportunities for countries 
to connect with India for empennages. From the USA to New Zealand, France, 
Germany, Bahrain, Bangladesh and many more countries are making use of the 
C-130J airlifter’s wide range of services,” said Rich Johnston, Director of Interna-
tional Business Development, Lockheed Martin Aeronautics.

Johnston highlighted that the multi-mission capabilities of the C-130J air-
craft make it a preferred choice for so many of its customers. Some of the many 
missions that this can carry include weather reconnaissance, special operations, 
aerial firefighting, rapid ground refueling, combat delivery, air drop, personnel 
transport and recovery, aero-medical evacuation, intelligence, surveillance & 
reconnaissance, commercial freighter, humanitarian, etc. The C-130J has been an 
extensive part of Indian government’s vaccination drive as well and has been uti-
lised globally during the pandemic for various medical operations.

“One of the major missions that C-130J can be utilised for is firefighting 
because of its straight wings, and turboprop engines. It is a very stable aircraft and 
can fly very low and provide instant power,” stated Johnston. We have been in dia-
logues with the Government of India especially regarding the C-130J’s firefighting 
capability, meteorological support, he added.

Putting forth some key areas that India can look at for the C-130J, Johnston 
listed the following points:
•	 Weather	reconnaissance	as	the	airlifter	can	collect	vital	tropical	cyclone,	win-

ter storm data and also has the capability to instantly relay meteorological 
data by satellite.

•	 Environmental	monitoring	owing	to	its	spectral	sensors	for	pollutant	detection	
and characterisation as well as the Line-of-sight (LOS), Beyond Line of Sight 
voice, data and video links.

•	 Aerial	spray	given	its	self-contained	roll-on/	roll-off	modular	aerial	spray	systems.
•	 Aero	medical	evacuation	with	ability	to	transport	up	to	18	ambulatory	patients/	4	

critical care patients, ample work area with proper lighting, self-contained patient 
oxygen system and clean environment with separate medical staff area. 

lOckheed martin mOves up the ‘make in india’ 
ladder With c-130J empennages
The manufacturer holds high hope for India’s global relationships enhancing with TLMAL’s expansions and the extensive potential of the C-130J

(left) rIcH JoHnSton, dIrector of InternAtIonAl BuSIneSS developMent, lockHeed MArtIn AeronAutIcS; 
(rIgHt) c-130J HAS Been operAtIng In tHe IAf for AlMoSt A decAde

...continued from page 10
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Nordic Unmanned has acquired two CAMCOP-
TER S-100 systems. The first was delivered last 
week and the remaining will be delivered in 

Q2 2021. This acquisition comes after successful sul-
phur sniffer operations in Denmark and France. The 
CAMCOPTER S-100 was also recently operated for 
the world’s first full-scale offshore UAV cargo delivery 
to the active oil and gas platform Troll A in Norway. 
These operations were both carried out by Nordic 
Unmanned and Schiebel.

Schiebel and Nordic Unmanned are both under 
contract with EMSA (European Maritime Safety 
Agency) to fulfill its Remotely Piloted Aircraft System 
(RPAS) services. Nordic Unmanned specifically for 
maritime pollution and emissions monitoring. The CAMCOPTER S-100 measures 
the ships’ sulphur emissions to check compliance with the EU rules governing 
the sulphur content of marine fuels. Measurements are transmitted in real time 

through the EMSA RPAS Data Centre to the relevant 
authorities.

The CAMCOPTER S-100 operates day and night 
and can carry multiple payloads with a combined 
weight of up to 50 kg. Due to its minimal footprint 
and size, it is ideally suited for maritime operations.

Hans Georg Schiebel, Chairman of the Schiebel 
Group, said “The CAMCOPTER S-100 UAS has 
proven its outstanding capabilities and high perfor-
mance at numerous EMSA operations carrying out 
maritime surveillance and emission monitoring all 
over Europe.”

Knut Roar Wiig, CEO at Nordic Unmanned, said 
“It’s with great satisfaction, that we have successfully 

taken delivery of our first Schiebel CAMCOPTER S-100 system. This is according 
to our communicated investment plan and we plan to put this first system into 
operations this spring for EMSA and look forward to the next system delivery.” 

nOrdic unmanned acquires tWO camcOpter s-100 uas

hOst Of activities by drdO

During the 13th edition of Aero India international air show, Defence 
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) is exhibiting its 
latest defence technologies and demonstrating many systems. Aero 
India is a platform for aerospace enthusiasts, prospective defence in-
dustries, aspirant start-ups and all other stakeholders to participate 

and witness the advances in global defence and aerospace fields and interact with 
many national and international delegations and industries.

DRDO is developing technologies for all major defence domains and has 
been participating at Aero India in a big way in all its editions. The Organisa-
tion with its vast defence design and development capability has been working 
towards Atmanirbhar Bharat and has taken up many policy initiatives to work 
closely with all stakeholders of the ecosystem. More than thirty laboratories of 
DRDO connected to aeronautical development are exhibiting their products and 
technological achievements in this mega event.

More than 300 products, technologies and innovations are being presented 
in indoor, outdoor, static and flying displays. The models and exhibits are shown 
in various technology categories and thrust is on digital display of data to high-
light the product details. Keeping in view of all COVID-19 guidelines, multimedia-
based presentations and 
product and technology 
brochures are being pro-
vided digitally for download 
based on QR code.

During a ceremony on 
February 3, 2021, Defence 
Minister Rajnath Singh 
released DRDO export com-
pendium, New Procedure 
for Design, Development 
and Production of Military 
Aircraft and Airborne Stores 
(DDPMAS) document for 
air worthiness certification, 
Aeronautical Research & 
Development Board (AR&DB) Golden Jubilee Stamp & documents on Journey of 
the board towards Golden Jubilee of AR&DB.

The major attraction of DRDO’s participation in the event is the flying display 
of Airborne Early Warning & Control (AEW&C) system, Light Combat Aircraft 
(LCA) Tejas and LCA Navy. While the air display shows the aerodynamic capabili-
ties of the aircrafts, LCA Navy is also on the Tarmac for static display. The highlights 
of indoor systems include Combat Free Fall System, models of Advanced Medium 
Combat Aircraft (AMCA), ABHYAS - High-speed Expendable Aerial Target, Twin 
Engine Deck Based Fighter (TEDBF), FCS System for LCA and Aerostat Systems.

The displays also include Nirbhay missile, P-16 Heavy Drop System, AWACS 
India Aircraft Model, Kaveri Dry Engine Prototype, Gas turbine blade and Pilot-
less Target Aircraft Engine (PTAE), etc. In the area of materials, titanium sponge 
being developed for INS Vikrant, the aircraft carrier is shown along with other 
important products for aeronautics applications.

Among the engineering products, the exhibits include Aircraft Mounted 
Accessory Gear Box (AMAGB), AWAGB Bearing, MRSAM Launcher and Two-
stroke single/double/four-cylinder engines for UAVs etc. The armament related 
products being showcased are 250 kg pre-fragmented bomb, 450 kg HSLD Bomb, 

INS GPS Guidance Kit for 450 kg HSLD Bomb, Missile warhead models of Astra, 
Helina, Canopy Severance System (CSS) for Tejas Aircraft, IR flare for PTA.

Among the missiles, full scale models of various Surface to Air missiles like, 
Astra, LRSAM, QRSAM, Air to Air Missile Astra, Anti-Radiation Missile NGARM and 
Smart Anti Airfield Weapon SAAW are being shown. Besides the missiles, technol-
ogy sub-systems like RF Seeker, IIR Seeker, PINAKA Guidance Kit, Model of rail track 
rocket sled (RTRS) facility and exploder for naval warheads etc are also on display.

In the area of electronics and communications, various mission and radar 
computers, laser warning sensors, AEW&CS data links, various SDR models, light 
weight portable laser target designator, radars and antennae are displayed. Inte-
grated life support system, emergency survival rations, NBC Suit Mk-5, personal 
decontamination kit and other life sciences products are shown.

Indian Maritime Simulation System (IMSAS), Air Warfare Simulation System 
and the Air Defence Simulation System are also demonstrated as working sys-
tems. Outdoor exhibits of DRDO include ADFCR (radar vehicle), ADTCR (sensor 
and power systems), Anti Drone System, QRSAM, Rustom-1, Mobile Launcher 
Vehicle, MARS, Akash, and Rudram (NGARM) missile among others.

For India Pavilion, keeping in view the theme of Rotary Wing Platforms, over 
seventeen products applica-
ble to helicopters are exhib-
ited. The products include 
Low Frequency Dunking 
Sonar (LFDS) on Advanced 
Light Helicopter (ALH), tor-
pedoes that can be launched 
from helicopters, Airborne 
Software Defined Radio, 
Radar for Naval Utility, Light-
weight Electro Optical Pay-
load (LEOP), Dual Colour 
Missile Approach Warning 
System (DCMAWS), and 
Digital RWR. The other sys-
tems applicable for rotary 

wing platforms include IFF Mk XII, Combat Search & Rescue (CSAR), Heli-Net, 
SANT Missile and NASM-SR Dummy Model.

A seminar on ‘Energising the R&D Capabilities of Industry for ‘Atmanirbhar 
Bharat’ is being organised by DRDO on 4th February 2021. DRDO perspectives 
on industry participation, proactively in defence R&D and manufacturing will 
be discussed in the seminar. Speakers from India and overseas will deliver talks 
on various aspects of industry expectations from Government setups and DRDO. 
On the valedictory day, DRDO will transfer more than ten technologies to various 
industry partners. This year Aero India 2021 is a hybrid show and DRDO exhibits 
can also be seen virtually while interacting with the exhibitors.

With an endeavour to integrate various stakeholders of defence systems 
development in the country, the DRDO has planned an enriching experience of 
indigenous defence technologies and systems. As many as 30 first time models/
full scale systems are on display. Various interactions are expected with the scien-
tists to explain and demonstrate the systems and exhibits.

The exhibition of DRDO at Aero India 2021 is an excellent opportunity for 
Indian aerospace community to foster the cause of indigenous development of mil-
itary systems and technologies with the spirit of self-reliance and national pride. 

(left) enHAnced pInAkA rocket SySteM; (rIgHt) QuIck reActIon SurfAce to AIr MISSIle SySteM

cAMcopter S-100
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HAL SHowcASing ‘AAtmAnirbHAr FormAtion FLigHt’

deFence miniSter  
At brAHmoS PAviLion

A unique flying display of HAL’s indigenous platforms (both fixed and rotary 
wing) aptly titled ‘Aatmanirbhar Formation Flight’ is a part of the flying 
display during the 13th edition of Aero India-2021. HAL is displaying its 

prowess in defence and aerospace centered on the theme ‘Conceive. Indigenise. 
Collaborate’ at the world’s first hybrid exhibition.

The ‘Aatmanirbhar Formation Flight’ consisting HAL products such as LCA 
trainer (LIFT Trainer), HTT-40, IJT, Advanced Hawk Mk 132 and Civil Do-228 are 
flying in a special formation showcasing the spectrum of trainers and signify-
ing self-sufficiency in the trainer segment. HTT-40, Advanced Hawk Mk 132 and 
Civil Do-228 are available for customer demonstration flights. Sukhoi 30 MKI, 
Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH) Dhruv, Light Combat Helicopter (LCH), Light 
Utility Helicopter (LUH) are also taking part in the flying display. Static display 
include Do 228, Hindustan Turbo Trainer (HTT)-40 and LUH and ALH Mk III.

HAL’s major attraction at HALL-E is the Combat Air Teaming System (CATS) 
simulator. The simulator has TEJAS–MAX cockpit as the mother-ship platform 
with the embedded air teaming intelligence concepts to demonstrate the fully 
integrated as well as autonomous wingman platforms and swarming of drones to 

engage in the mission. Immersive mission visualisation is projected over a wider 
screen apart from the command and display at TEJAS-MAX cockpit.

The outdoor display adjacent to HAL stall features Rotary wing products 
namely LCH, ALH Mk IV Rudra and ALH Civil variant.

HAL’s indoor pavilion is spread over an area of around 1,126 sqm in Hall-E 
and showcases indigenously designed and developed fixed and rotary wing plat-
forms, technologies covering power plants and future generation combat capable 
airborne solutions.

With the central theme of the India Pavilion being Rotary wing capabilities in 
India, HAL’s Rotary platform Light Utility Helicopter (LUH) is the center piece of 
the display with scaled models of IMRH, ALH, LUH, LCH and the Indian helicop-
ter manufacturing ecosystem / supply chain partners around it.

HAL is promoting indigenously-built platforms to visiting defence delega-
tions and hold business meetings with OEMs, and customers besides signing 
agreements and contracts with its business partners for various projects.

Product launches, handing over ceremonies and major announcements on 
key activities etc. are a part of the HAL schedule during the Show. 

hal leading the indigenisation efforts: (left) Htt-40; (rigHt) rudra

defence Minister rajnatH singH on february 3, 2021 visited tHe braHMos 
aerospace pavilion on tHe inaugural day of aero india 2021 exHibition. tHe 

defence Minister was briefed by ds & dg, braHMos (drdo) and ceo & Md 
of braHMos aerospace dr sudHir KuMar MisHra about tHe progress and 

acHieveMents Made in various business activities set by tHe priMe Minister 
under tHe aMbitious atManirbHar bHarat prograMMe. in addition, tHe 

defence Minister also inaugurated tHe 10tH edition of braHMand world 
defence update 2021.

defence Minister rajnatH singH addressing tHe inaugural session of  
cHiefs of tHe air staff conclave at aero india 2021

defence Minister rajnatH singH Meeting tHe iranian defence Minister, 
brigadier general aMir HataMi on tHe sidelines of aero india 2021
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 Air MArshAl B.K. PAndey (retd)

Among the highlights of Aero India 2021 is the fly-past of the B-1B Lancer, 
long-range strategic bomber of the United States Air Force (USAF). This 
platform was commissioned into service with the USAF since 1985 and 
is expected to continue to be in the frontline service till around 2040.

SuperSonic long-range bomber
The B-1B Lancer is a supersonic long-range, multi-mission, heavy bomber that was 
originally designed to deliver nuclear weapons. However, in the mid-1990s, the 
B-1B switched to an exclusively conventional combat role. In its history of service 
over the last three and a half decades, the B-1B Lancer has taken part in a number 
of missions including Operation Allied Force - an air war against Serbia initiated 
in March 1999 by NATO, and Operation Enduring Freedom - a global war initiated 
in October 2001 by the US government against terrorism. This platform was nearly 
continuously deployed in combat operations over Afghanistan and Iraq since 2001.

evolving bomber
Since the time, the B-1B Lancer entered service, the platform has continually 
evolved to meet with the demands of a rapidly changing battlefield including a 
trio of upgrades known as the Integrated Battle Station (IBS). IBS integrates three 
major aircraft modifications: a new front and aft flight deck, a new diagnostics sys-
tem and a new data link. These upgrades include the installation of fully digital 
cockpit displays which enhances situational awareness and communications for 
air crew as also improve the aircraft’s performance. Boeing is also partnering with 
the US Air Force to conduct full-scale fatigue testing on the fuselage and expand 
the aircraft’s capacity to carry crucial hypersonic weapons. According to the pro-
gramme leaders, these combined enhancements will ensure that the B-1B Lancer 
fleet becomes a far more effective global strike platform as well as remains ready, 
relevant and viable for strike missions across the globe.

FirSt to Fly SuperSonic with Synthetic Fuel
The B-1B Lancer became the first aircraft to fly at supersonic speed using synthetic 
fuel in March 2008. The fuel was a 50/50 blend of conventional JP-8 petroleum and 
a synthetic fuel derived from natural gas using the Fischer-Tropsch process. The 

flight was part of an ongoing programme of the US Air Force to certify the alterna-
tive fuel for all of their aircraft in service.

carrieS a meSSage From u.S. 
Presence of the B-1B Lancer at the Aero India 2021 Air Show represents far more 
than mere participation of an American military platform as it carries a message 
from the US Government to the world. As per Don Heflin, US Charge d’Affaires, 
who is leading a high-level delegation, to the Air Show, of officials from the US 
Government as well as representatives of the US defence industry, participation 
in the air show by the US is an example of the deepening defence and strategic 
partnership between India and the US. “I am pleased to head the US delegation 
to the Aero India Air Show this year as it reflects our continued commitment to 
strengthening US-India defence cooperation, in line with India’s status as a Major 
Defence Partner,” said Don Heflin. 

getting close: b-1b lancer flies over tHe east cHina sea 
during a training Mission

courtesy: boeing

FLyby oF US Air Force 
b-1b LAncer At tHe SHow. 
Here iS ALL yoU need 
to know AboUt tHiS 
vintAge bomber. 

Presence of the B-1B Lancer, long-range strategic bomber also 
represents the strengthening US-India defence cooperation

Fastest U.S.A.F. bomber

Holds cruise missiles

Can 
carry

TOP SPEED

BIGGEST BANG

UNLIMITED 
global range 
with refueling

Future ready to

All digital cockpit

sorties flown 
since 2001

COMBAT PROVEN

and BEYOND

Wingspan Syria, Libya, 
Afghanistan 
and Iraq

a b-1b lancer returns to base after 
supporting a boMber tasK force Mission 

in tHe indo-pacific region
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witH tHe new yeAr, comeS A new AirLine For 
tHe indiAn AviAtion indUStry
The new low-cost carrier is connecting smaller towns under the government’s UDAN scheme

 Ayushee ChAudhAry

The last year certainly went by, having presented many challenges for the 
aviation industry. However, it also nudged the industry towards inno-
vation and shifted the focus more towards regional connectivity. Amid 
the ups and down, it was a positive start to the New Year for the aviation 
industry in India as the country’s newest airline, Flybig, started its opera-

tion under the management team of Gurugram-based Big Charter Private Limited.
“As a young country, India still has towns and cities which are not connected 

by direct flights, people mostly have no option but to use inconvenient and time-
consuming modes of transportation. We at Flybig intend to change this in con-
junction with the UDAN initiative,” the airline stated. 

Flybig is betting on regional connectivity as a recovery resource to come 
out stronger from the pandemic impacts. Using an ATR72, Flybig is connecting 
smaller towns under the government’s UDAN scheme, which is subsidised by the 
government to promote regional connectivity. UDAN (Ude Desh ka Aam Naagrik) 
is a regional airport development and “Regional Connectivity Scheme” (RCS) of 
the Government of India, which aims to “let the common citizen of the country 
fly”, envisioning at making air travel affordable and widespread.The new airline 
will thus operate several weekly flights on routes under the Centre’s RCS, which 
connects smaller towns and cities and includes government support in the form 
of viability gap funding, besides tax concessions.

Founded by pilot-turned entrepreneur Sanjay Mandavia, Flybig has already col-
laborated with over 15,000 agents, and is attempting at striking collaborations with 
online travel agencies as well to keep forging ahead. Mandavia was also reported 
to be in the race for acquiring Jet Airways. With Tata raising its stakes in Air Asia, 
Air India’s management expected to change and Jet Airways also hinting towards a 
comeback, Flybig’s entry into the Indian Aviation industry is quite exciting.

As of now, Flybig will reportedly operate three times a week to begin with and 
eventually look for transitioning to five flights per week from February. The inau-
gural flight of Flybig took off from its base, Indore on January 3 and concluded its 
journey in Ahmedabad in the course of an hour and five minutes. The airline has 
also added an Indore-Raipur flight to its network, an Ahmedabad-Bhopal flight is 
also expected to begin operations next month. By the end of March, Flybig aims 
to operate flights connecting all the three cities. A ‘special flight’ has also been 
organised by the airline for differently-abled on January 31 in Jabalpur, which is 
expected to be added in the airline’s network in the second stage.

To save service hurdles in the short-term flight duration, the new low-cost car-

rier, Flybig has also reportedly opted for offering snacks as part of the ticket. With 
this, the fares are also planned to be kept low but services like a second checked 
bag and priority check-in will come under extra cost. This way, the airline will follow 
a hybrid model, by serving snacks on board, but un-bundling other services. “We 
don’t want to sell food on-board as the flying time is less. That will prevent us from 
giving a proper service and could lead to frustration among fliers. Thus we opted to 
offer snacks as part of the ticket,” said Srinivas Rao, Chief Executive of Flybig.

Aviation consultancy CAPA India also attributes low fares as drivers for strong 
demand on regional routes. “Our model suggests that if small regional airports are 
connected to a major regional hub, and a cost-effective regional carrier emerges, 
there would perhaps be a business case for an affiliate airline in India,” CAPA 
India stated in a research report on regional air travel.

Even when it had not launched its maiden flight, Flybig had flown a chartered 
Delhi-Shillong flight on December 21 after acquiring a permit from regulator 
DGCA (Directorate General of Civil Aviation) on December 14. The commence-
ment of this was conducted via an aircraft granted on wet lease from SpiceJet. This 
was also undertaken to coincide with the Meghalaya government’s step to open 
up the state for tourism as domestic travel recovers gradually from the COVID-
19 pandemic.“We have won the tender from the state government to operate the 
Delhi-Shillong flight for three years,” Rao had said earlier. From January, the com-
pany will operate two weekly flights on the route. Eventually, added the senior 
executive, the company plans to deploy its own aircraft on the route. The airline’s 
second focus is aimed on the North-Eastern region of the country. Apart from the 
Delhi-Shillong route, which the airline has already explored, Flybig will further 
operate between other states in the region. The base for the carrier is likely to be 
Guwahati with the Imphal, Aizwal, and Tezpur being on the list to be flown to.

As the domestic air travel in the country is slowly improving, Flybig has man-
aged to gather a decent response from customers in the initial schedules and is 
determined to take more and more passengers across the country. Additionally 
as airline capacity is nearing 80 per cent in the country, expecting a full recovery, 
Flybig might even be able to tap into newer markets in the future. 

Going further as well, the airline will aim to operate turboprop aircraft like 
ATR72 and Q400, which can accommodate 70-80 passengers, for regional routes. 
“The strategy is to keep costs low, bring down the number of staff per aircraft rea-
sonably and also avail viability gap funding from the government (to fly on routes 
under the regional connectivity scheme),” Rao said. The airline is reportedly in 
talks with HAL (Hindustan Aeronautics Limited) to buy four Dornier aircraft that 
can be also turned into cargo carrier or an air ambulance, as per the needs. 

tHe new low-cost carrier, flybig is betting on regional connectivity, using an atr72, and connecting sMaller towns under tHe governMent’s udan scHeMe

The P-8I’s unmatched maritime surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities, 
versatility and operational readiness are uniquely qualified to perform India’s range 
of missions across the Indian Ocean Region, and thus the aircraft has proven to be 
an important asset to the Indian Navy. We do believe that the Navy has require-
ment for more P-8Is as also more Harpoons and we stand ready to support them.

SP’s: When can the Indian Army expect the Apache Helicopters?
Koch: The AH-64 Apache helicopters will be a force multiplier for the Indian 

Army, just as it is today for the Indian Air Force. The Indian Army AH-64E 
Apaches are planned to deliver in country 48-49 months after contract award. 
We are assessing any impacts due to Covid-19 and communicating regularly 
with the Indian Army. 

Our Tata Boeing Aerospace Ltd (TBAL) joint venture in Hyderabad is a criti-
cal source of Apache manufacturing for the US Army and customers worldwide.
Much of the contracted six Apaches for the Indian Army will be built at the state-
of-the-art TBAL manufacturing facility right here in India. 

oUr viSion iS to bring tHe beSt oF boeing...continued from page 6
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